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Abstract—In this letter, motivated by the recent rediscovery of
faster-than-Nyquist (FTN) signaling transmissions, we conceive
a frequency-domain equalization (FDE)-assisted FTN receiver
architecture, which is capable of attaining a low demodulating
complexity. The proposed scheme is especially beneficial for a
long channel tap FTN scenario. More specifically, in our scheme
the resultant inter-symbol interference imposed by FTN signal-
ing is approximated by a finite-tap circulant matrix structure,
which allows us to employ an efficient fast Fourier transform
operation and a low-complexity channel-inverse-based minimum
mean-square error detection algorithm. Our simulation results
demonstrate that the proposed scheme is capable of attaining
a near-optimal error-rate performance without imposing any
substantial demodulating complexity as well as power penalty.

Index Terms—Cyclic prefix, faster-than-Nyquist signaling, fast
Fourier transform, frequency-domain equalization, minimum
mean-square error.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A FTER the first proposal of the faster-than-Nyquist (FTN)
concept in the 1970s [1], it has recently been rediscov-

ered as a means of boosting a transmission rate beyond that
defined by the Nyquist criterion [2], without imposing any
additional bandwidth expansion. In the classic band-limited
scenarios employing orthogonal pulse shapes, the bound of an
inter-symbol interference (ISI)-free symbol interval is given
by T0 = 1/(2W )1 [3], assuming that the symbols are strictly
bandlimited toW Hz. This constraint enables a simple receiver
structure, relying on a matched filter and a low-complexity
optimal symbol-by-symbol detection algorithm. By contrast,
in the FTN signaling scheme transmitted symbol’s interval
T is typically set such thatT < T0, hence more symbols
are packed in the time domain than in the conventional
arrangement. Naturally, this induces unavoidable ISI effects at
the receiver and imposes a higher demodulating complexity in
order to eliminate ISI. However, owing to the recent advances
in computing capability, FTN signaling (i.e. signaling above
the Nyquist rate) has become more practical than before.

So far, a number of demodulating algorithms have been
developed for the FTN-signaling receiver. For example, by
considering an ISI-contaminated FTN sequence as a sort of
convolutional codes, the family of Viterbi algorithms was
applied in order to detect source symbols [4]; this method effi-
ciently implements maximum-likelihood sequence estimation.
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1To be specific, this bound applies to the scenario of an idealized sinc
pulse shaping. The tight bound corresponding to a realistic raised cosine filter,
having a roll-off factorβ, is represented byT0 = (1+β)/(2W ) ≥ 1/(2W ).

Similarly, the suboptimal successive interference cancellation
(SIC)-aided maximum a posteriori detector was employed in
[5]. However, to the best of our knowledge, the previous de-
modulators developed for uncoded/coded FTN schemes were
based on the time-domain equalization operation, which is not
attractive in a long-tap FTN scenario due to its high demod-
ulating complexity2. This limitation makes it a challenging
task to achieve a moderate or high FTN’s transmission rate,
according to [6].

Against this background, the novel contribution of this letter
is that we are the first to propose a low-complexity frequency-
domain equalization (FDE) receiver structure, which can op-
erate in the context of FTN signaling transmissions. More
specifically, an addition of a short cyclic-prefix into each
transmission block allows us to carry out fast Fourier trans-
form (FFT)-based low-complexity minimum-mean square er-
ror (MMSE) demodulation at the receiver. Our proposed
scheme is especially beneficial for a long-tap FTN scenario,
where a delay spread associated with ISI is substantially large.

The remainder of this letter is organized as follows. Section
II presents the system model of the FTN signaling transceiver
and our FDE-aided receiver design. In Section III we provide
the performance results of our proposed receiver and finally
this letter is concluded in Section IV.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. FTN Signaling

Let us consider a communication system, employing an
M-point complex-valued phase-shift keying (PSK)/quadrature
amplitude modulation (QAM) scheme. At the transmitter an
information symbolsn is passed through a shaping filterh(t),
wheren is the symbol’s index. Then a block ofN modulated
symbols is transmitted every symbol intervalT = αT0. Here,
α is a symbol’s packing ratio, which ranges from 0 to 1,
where a lowerα corresponds to a higher transmission rate.
Then, under the assumption of additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN), the received signals may be expressed as

y(t) =
√

Es

∑
n

sng(t− nT ) + η(t), (1)

where we haveg(t) =
∫
h(τ)h∗(τ − t)dτ and η(t) =∫

n(τ)h∗(τ − t)dτ . Also, n(t) represents a random variable,
which obeys the zero-mean complex-valued Gaussian distri-
bution CN (0, N0), having the noise varianceN0. Moreover,
Es represents the average power of transmitted symbols.

2Importantly, in the FTN signaling scheme a high transmission rate is
typically achieved at the cost of an increased tap length. To be more specific,
the associated complexity imposed on the receiver exponentially increases
upon increasing the tap length in the classic time-domain equalization based
demodulation, which is not tractable in a real-time manner for a large-block
case.
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Fig. 1. The system model of our FDE-aided FTN transceiver structure.

Assuming the perfect timing synchronization between the
transmitter and receiver, thekth signal sampled at the receiver
may be written by

yk = y(kT ) (2)

=
√
Es

∑
n

sng(kT − nT ) + η(kT ) (3)

=
√
Esskg(0) +

√
Es

∑
n̸=k

sng(kT − nT ) + η(kT ), (4)

noting that the noise componentη(kT ) is a zero-mean Gaus-
sian variable, having an autocorrelationE[η(mT )η∗(nT )] =
N0g(mT − nT ). Furthermore, in Eq. (4) the first term rep-
resents the symbol of interest, while the second term denotes
ISI. To elaborate a little further, this ISI term goes to zero for
the Nyquist-rate scenario, i.e.α = 1, hence enabling ISI-free
symbol-by-symbol detection.

By contrast, the FTN signaling scheme packs more sym-
bols within a specific block interval than its Nyquist rate
counterpart. As above-mentioned, this is enabled by allowing
unignorable ISI effects, which may result in an erosion of
performance and an increase in demodulating complexity
necessitated by equalization. As below, we incorporate the
FDE concept in order to mitigate this limitation while attaining
a higher normalized transmission rate of FTN signaling.

B. The Proposed FDE Aided Receiver

In our FDE-aided FTN scheme, a block-based symbol
transmission is employed by adding a(2ν)-length cyclic prefix
afterN modulated symbols. Then, by removing both the first
and the lastν-length received symbols from the(N + 2ν)
ones, we arrive at theN -length received signal block, which
is approximated by

ŷ = [y0, · · · , yN−1]
T ∈ CN

= Gs+ n, (5)

where s = [s0, · · · , sN−1]
T ∈ CN denotes the transmitted

symbol block, whilen = [η0, · · · , ηN−1]
T ∈ CN represents

the corresponding noise components. More specifically, the
kth row of the approximated tap-coefficient matrixG ∈
RN×N is defined by

gk =



[0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−1

, g(−νT ), · · · , g(νT ), 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−2ν−k

]

for k ≤ N − 2ν

[g((N − k)T ), · · · , g(νT ), 0, · · · 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−2ν−1

,

g(−νT ), · · · , g((N − k − 1)T )]

for k > N − 2ν

(6)

Since the matrixG has a circulant structure as shown in
Eq. (6), we obtain the eigenvalue decomposition ofG =
QTΛQ∗ [7], whereQ ∈ CN×N are the eigenvectors. With
the aid of FFT, thelth-row andkth-column element ofQ is
calculated byq(l,k) = (1/

√
N) exp [−2πj(k − 1)(l − 1)/N ].

Furthermore,Λ ∈ RN×N is the diagonal matrix, whoseith
element is the associated FFT coefficient, where the calcula-
tion complexity is orderN logN . Although in our scheme the
finite-tap approximation is assumed for the equivalent channel
matrixG of Eq. (5), this may not be accurate depending on the
packing ratioα employed. Hence, the potential modeling error
∆G = Ḡ−G ∈ RN×N may result in a severe performance
degradation, wherēG represents actual infinite-ISI channels.
This effect will be evaluated later in Section III.

At our FDE-aided FTN receiver, the received signals, repre-
sented in the time domain, are transformed to their frequency-
domain counterparts as follows:

yf ≃ Q∗ŷ (7)

= ΛQ∗s+Q∗n (8)

= Λsf + nf , (9)

wheresf andnf correspond to the frequency-domain signal-
and noise-vectors, respectively. Then, the diagonal MMSE
weightsW ∈ CN×N can be readily obtained according to

w(i,i) = λ∗
(i,i)/(|λ(i,i)|2 +N0). (10)

Here,w(i,i) and λ(i,i) represent theith-row and ith-column
elements ofW andΛ, respectively. Finally, we arrive at the
time-domain symbol estimates:

ŝ = QTWyf = QTW(Λsf + nf ). (11)

To expound a little further, the MMSE weight calculation of
Eq. (10) as well as the channel inversion operation of Eq. (11)
is efficiently implemented by exploiting the diagonal structure
of W.

Our FDE-aided FTN scheme’s throughput is defined by

R =
N

N + 2ν
· log2 M
α(1 + β)

[bits/s/Hz], (12)

where the coefficientN/(N + 2ν) represents a rate-loss,
which arises due to the cyclic prefix insertion. Furthermore,
the power penalty imposed by the cyclic prefix corresponds
to 10 log10[(N + 2ν)/N ] dB. This negative effect becomes
marginal for long block-size scenarios, which is similar to
those of orthogonal-frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
and single-carrier (SC) modulation combined with FDE, which
have been adopted in the long term evolution (LTE) standards.
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C. Proposed FTN Scheme in Frequency-Selective Channels

Having introduced our FTN transceiver model under the
simplified assumption of the AWGN channel, let us now carry
out its extension to that applicable to frequency-selective fad-
ing environments. More specifically, we combine the above-
mentioned FTN receiver with the conventional SC-FDE tech-
nique. Let us consider that the delay spread associated with
frequency-selective channels spans overLT = αLT0 dura-
tions and that theL complex-valued tap coefficients are given
by ql (l = 0, · · · , L − 1). Then, by defining the first term
of Eq. (3) asȳk =

√
Es

∑ν
n=−ν sng(kT − nT ), the received

signals may be written by

yk =
L−1∑
l=0

qlȳk−l + η(kT ) (13)

=
√

Es

L−1∑
l=0

ν∑
n=−ν

snqlg(kT − (l + n)T ) + η(kT ). (14)

This system model also represents a circular-matrix based
linear block structure in the same manner as Eqs. (5), (6),
when we have a sufficiently highν value. Therefore the FDE-
aided FTN technique derived in Section II-B is also readily
applicable in this frequency-selective scenario.

Note that the effective ISI length in frequency-selective sce-
nario is(L− 1) higher than that considered in the frequency-
flat FTN counterpart of Section II-A. Naturally, this typically
increases the demodulating complexity of the FTN signaling,
hence the advantage of our low-complexity FDE-aided FTN
receiver over the conventional time-domain counterpart be-
comes further explicit in this practical model.

D. Demodulating Complexity

As mentioned in [8], time-domain equalization is not a
promising approach when ISI’s delay spread is high. The com-
plexity exponentially grows with the channel’s memory size
and spectral efficiency. In contrast, owing to the explicit benefit
of the frequency-domain signal processing, in our scheme
any substantial increase in the demodulating complexity is
not imposed regardless of the tap length. In order to provide
further insights, we briefly assess the proposed receiver’s
complexity as follows. Firstly, the received signal block’s
transformation from the time domain to the frequency one,
represented by Eq. (7), imposes an efficient FFT operation.
Next, the weight’s calculations for Eq. (10) requires4N real-
valued multiplications. Additionally, in Eq. (11) the MMSE
operation costs2N real-valued multiplications as well as the
inverse FFT (IFFT) operation. Hence, the total demodulating
complexity per symbol3 linearly increases upon increasing the
block lengthN . An additional merit is that this complexity
remains unaffected by the constellation sizeM.

III. S IMULATION RESULTS

In this section we provide our performance results in order
to characterize the proposed FDE-aided FTN transceiver. We

3Here, the complexity is evaluated in terms of the number of real-valued
multiplications, where a single complex-valued multiplication corresponds to
four real-valued ones [9].
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Fig. 2. Achievable BER performance of our FDE-aided FTN scheme
employing BPSK modulation, where we considered the cyclic-prefix length
of ν = 1, 10. (a) (α, β) = (0.8, 0.3), (0.8, 0.4) and (0.8, 0.5). (b) (α, β) =
(0.8, 0.3), (0.75, 0.4) and (0.7, 0.5).

assumed that the root raised cosine filter, having a roll-off
factor in the range fromβ = 0.3 to 0.5, was employed
for h(t), while considering PSK/QAM symbols, which were
conveyed over the AWGN channel. The FDE-MMSE detector,
formulated by Eq. (11), was used at the receiver. Furthermore,
each of the transmitter and receiver was equipped with a single
antenna element for the sake of simplicity. Throughout our
simulations, we employedEb/N0 rather thanEs/N0, where
the energy loss due to the cyclic-prefix symbol was taken into
account in order to implement fair performance comparisons
with the conventional Nyquist-rate scenarios.

Firstly, as shown in Fig. 2 we calculated bit-error ratio
(BER) curves of our FDE-aided FTN scheme employing
binary PSK (BPSK) modulation, where the cyclic-prefix length
ν was set toν = 1 or 10. We note that in this scenario
the relative variation ofν over the block lengthN = 1, 024
remained almost constant, hence the rate-loss term of Eq. (12)
is very close to unity. Moreover, in our scheme the block
length N was equal to the FFT size, which was chosen as
a power of two in order to allow an efficient FFT operation.

In Fig. 2(a), the symbol’s packing ratio was maintained to
beα = 0.8, while varying the roll-off factor fromβ = 0.3 to
0.5. Also, we plotted the BER curve associated with the no-
ISI scenario as a lower bound, where the optimal maximum-
likelihood (ML) detector was employed. Observe in Fig. 2
that upon increasing the value ofν, the BER performance
improves, where the performance difference between the pro-
posed scheme with(ν, β) = (10, 0.5) and the no-ISI limit
was as low as 1 dB. We note that this was achieved at
the additional cost of expanded bandwidth. Furthermore, in
Fig. 2(b) we also compared the BER performance of additional
FDE-aided FTN scenarios, which have a similar bandwidth
efficiencyR. More specifically, we considered those of(α, β)
= (0.8, 0.3), (0.75, 0.4) and (0.7, 0.5). As shown in Fig. 2(b)
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Fig. 3. Effects of the valuesν andα on the modeling error of an equivalent
ISI-contaminated channels∥∆G∥2, where we considered the block size of
N = 1, 024 and the roll-off factor ofβ = 0.4.
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Fig. 4. EffectiveEb/N0 recorded for BER= 10−5, where the symbol’s
packing ratioα was varied from 0.7 to 1.0 and the cyclic-prefix length was
given by ν = 1 and 10 in our FDE-aided FTN scheme employing BPSK
modulation. The no-ISI limit, associated withα = 1, was also plotted as the
lower bound.

the results exhibited some performance variations, which were
not substantial in comparison to those of Fig. 2(a). Therefore,
given a target bandwidth efficiencyR and a cyclic-prefix size
2ν, a parameter set (α, β) may be appropriately optimized for
a further slight performance improvement.

Next, in Figs. 3 and 4, we investigated the effects ofα
and ν on the achievable BER performance. Here, we also
assumed the employment of BPSK modulation. Specifically,
in Fig. 3, the square error∥∆G∥2 imposed by the channel’s
finite-tap approximation was plotted, where we considered
ν = 1, 5, 10, 20, 50 and β = 0.4, while varying α from 0
to 1. It can be seen in Fig 3 that upon decreasing the value
of α, the modeling error∥∆G∥2 associated with finite-tap
approximation of Eq. (6) became higher. This was due to the
fact that the cyclic prefix was lower than the effective delay
spread. Hence, the size of cyclic prefixν has to be sufficiently
high in order to eliminate the ISI effect.

Similarly, in Fig. 4 we plotted the effectiveEb/N0 value,
which was recorded for BER =10−5, where the value ofα
was varied from 0.7 to 1 with a step size of 0.05. Observe in

the high-α regime of Fig. 4 that any significant performance
penalty was imposed in our scheme. By contrast, the lowerα
value lead to the higher effectiveEb/N0, as predicted from
the Mazo limit [1] as well as from the high interference
effect shown in Fig. 3. In order to eliminate the performance
difference imposed between the Nyquist-rate scenario and
our FDE-aided FTN one having a moderateα value, the
employment of powerful channel-encoding schemes, such as
turbo and low-density parity check codes, is typically required,
as mentioned in [4], [10]. Also in such an iteratively-decoded
FTN arrangement, the low receiver complexity of our FDE-
based approach is promising.

As mentioned in [8], the FDE operation typically exhibits
an order lower complexity than its time-domain equalization
counterpart when the tap length is higher than 50. The same
holds true for the FTN signaling scheme. Hence, the proposed
scheme is especially useful for a long channel tap scenario.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this letter, we have proposed the FDE-aided FTN signal-
ing receiver, which is capable of attaining a low-complexity
detection by relying on a diagonal MMSE criterion and an
efficient FFT operation. This is especially beneficial for a
long-tap FTN scenario, where the effective tap-length of ISI-
contaminated channels is significantly high. Our simulation
results demonstrate that the proposed scheme is capable of
attaining a near-optimal error-rate performance without impos-
ing any substantial demodulating complexity as well as power
penalty. Lastly, the proposed scheme will also be beneficial
for the FTN scheme’s practical use in optical links [11].
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